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And we’re back!! After five long months away, we have

finally made a return (albeit a rather unusual one) to our

classrooms, raring to go (right?). The beginning of a new

academic year has brought with it the traditional customs

of panicked back-to-school shopping sprees; first-day

photos on the doorstep; chatters of joy at seeing friends

after the summer. When I’ve asked my friends what they

missed most about school, I’m hesitant to admit that the

most common response, was in fact, “getting tiffin from

Brodie’s at break!” (although I can see why...) 

With a brand new timetabling system,  packed lunches

indoors and as many hand sanitisers as pupils, we are all

making the adjustment to this updated version of our

school day. But, even at just two weeks on, wiping down our

desks has become a subconscious action, and it’s almost

inevitable that mask-wearing will soon be engrained in our

habitual motions too. 
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With all of us back at school, there’s not much time to sit

down and watch Netflix like there used to be! With this in

mind, this week’s recommendation is ‘Derry Girls’. With 

 each episode only lasting 20mins long, you can easily

watch an episode or two when you come home from

school or before you go to bed. 

Derry Girls is a sitcom set in Derry, Northern Ireland

during the 1990’s and follows Erin and her friends as they

navigate their lives as teenagers in the 90s. The show is

full of incredible characters which are both loveable and

hilarious, my favourites being Erin’s friend, Michelle and

her cousin, Orla. However, throughout the show, they are

surrounded by guns and violence as the characters

progress through adolescence during a very violent

period of Ireland’s history, with Derry being the epicentre

of it all. The show also teaches a lot about what was

happening in Ireland at the time, regarding the growing

political and religious tension. This makes the series really

interesting as it shows that despite the 

destruction and unrest going on, people still continued to

have normal lives. I’d recommend this show to anyone

who loves a comedy, as there’s always something going

on - whether it’s the friends hitchhiking to a Take That

concert or getting detention at school, it’s the perfect

show for anyone  who wants something light hearted to

cheer them up!
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CONSUMPTION OVER
CREATION: EARTH
OVERSHOOT DAY

Earth Overshoot Day marks the date when humanity’s

demand for ecological resources and services in

a given year, exceeds what earth can naturally regenerate

for that year. The annual calculation has taken

place since the 1970s, when the concept was conceived

by Andrew Simms of the UK Think Tank. We

maintain the resource deficit by liquidating stocks of eco

resources accumulating waste (particularly carbon

dioxide) in the atmosphere. Global Footprint Network

(GFN) and WWF are able to specify this date by

calculating the number of days in which the earths bio-

capacity suffices to provide for humanity’s eco footprint.

This is done by dividing the amount of ecological

resources earth is able to generate by our eco footprint

and multiplying it by the number of days in a given year.

The remainder of the year is considered the ‘global

overshoot’. Since the original recordings the trend has

been stable with the date steadily declining. In 1970, 

 Overshoot Day landed on December 29th. Within the

next decade it had fallen back to November

4th; in 1990 it was early October and by the 2000’s, it was

late September. With the consideration of this years

pandemic, the calculations were credited by reliable data

and therefore assumptions had to be made to predict

humanity’s current resource situation.  >>

I recently read on BBC news,

that painting one blade of a

wind turbine black could cut

bird strikes at wind farms by

up to 70%. However, as I read

on, it became apparent that

perhaps this study didn’t have

the right evidence to

completely support this

statement. It is said that

having one of the blades

painted black reduces the

motor smear, and therefore

makes the turbine more easy

for birds to see. A

neighbouring control

experiment was set up with

no blades painted, and it was

found that the annual

fatalities recorded on the

painted blade was

significantly less. However, a

senior researcher, Dr May, said

that this study may be site and

species specific. This means

that more testing at different

wind farms were needed to

make the findings more

“robust”. The RSPB's 

director for conservation,

Martin Harper, also agreed

that more research was

needed in this area. An 

interesting point that was

made, was the wind turbine

farms should take into

account when certain 

birds are migrating, and use

these observations to help

with further research.
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We are back to school! Back to the structured exercise where we don’t have to plan it

ourselves: PE! As I, and no doubt others, found out over lockdown, it is far harder to

stay physically healthy when there is no coach or gym instructor to motivate you. Just

the thought of going for another solitary run through the same old streets and fields

makes me feel positively queasy.  But it’s all going to be okay – the wonderful PE

department have worked incredibly hard to plan a (COVID-safe) PE schedule, as well

as co-curricular sports. As yet, there is little going on during the week, but this is to

comply with government guidelines and may change soon. However, hockey and

rugby are both available for anyone to play on Saturday mornings!  But what if team

sport isn’t your thing? Luckily, lockdown has created a brand new sport for us all to try:

Zoom gym classes! It’s up to you whether to disturb the neighbours or your family;

personally, I find that a morning class outside my brother’s room tends to wake him

up in time for school. It is a win-win situation – he manages to catch the bus, and I get

fitter!  Of course, Zoom is nothing compared to the camaraderie of the real thing, but

for now it’s as good as we will get. The swimmers and gym-goers amongst us will be

desperate for the 31st of August but it’s not long to go now – just keep swimming!

This year, Overshoot Day fell more than three weeks

later than last year. This reflects a 9.3% reduction of

the eco-footprint for the 1st of January in

comparison to the same time last year. This, of

course, has been a direct impact of the coronavirus

precautions in place. Although this is good news for

environmentalists worldwide, the calculation

estimates that we've exceed demand by 56% - even

with the pandemic. Spreading awareness

worldwide is needed to maintain the sustainability

of our existence. Follow the link below to find out

your own footprint and how to reduce it!

https://www.footprintcalculator.org 
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Pr i thv i  Suda r shan

135g softened butter   

120g granulated sugar       

1 tsp vanilla extract        

3 medium eggs

140g self-raising flour

½ tsp baking soda      

3 tbsps buttermilk (2 tbsps lemon juice + 1 tbsps milk)      

A few drops of yellow and green food colouring      

Baking trays lined with baking paper and greased with butter

Honey/golden syrup to assemble

 2 tbsps milk

Preheat oven to 160°Celsius. 

Cream the butter and sugar together. 

Add the vanilla extract and begin mixing the eggs in, one by one, using a whisk until well

combined. 

Switch back to the wooden spoon and begin mixing the flour and baking powder. 

Add the buttermilk and incorporate this into the mixture, but be careful not to over-mix!

After 2 weeks of my mum badgering me to make a sponge cake, I eventually gave in. Later that

day, I began searching for recipes and I finally found one that caught my eye. However this was

for no ordinary sponge cake; this was for a literal “sponge cake!” 

Ingredients 

Method 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

>>

yummy!yummy!



EDITOR’S NOTE

Well - we’re certainly

glad to be back!

Although, I do miss

my morning lie-ins... 

 Hope you’ve enjoyed

browsing this week’s

edition of

QuaranTimes, and

the first one of

academic year

20/21! Make  sure to

take some time to

relax this weekend,

by perhaps baking an

illusion cake, or

bingeing “Derry

Girls”! Feel free to

send us any

contributions, and

let us know how the

new formatting is

too! See you again

for a brand new

edition next Friday!

   6. Separate the mixture into to two bowls, one with

roughly a 1/3 of the mixture and the other with the

remaining 2/3.

    7. Add green food colouring to the bowl with 1/3 of the

mixture and mix well,

    8. Add yellow colouring to the other bowl and mix.

    9. Place the batter in two different cake pans that are

roughly the same size and spread the batter evenly.

    10. Place the trays in the preheated oven and check the

green cake after 10 minutes by poking it with a toothpick

and seeing if it comes out clean, if not, put it back in for 5

minutes at a time until cooked through. Repeat with the

yellow cake after letting it cook for 15-20mins.

    11. After letting them cool for at least 10 minutes, gently

peel the baking paper of and cut the cakes into small

rectangles (length= 10cm, breadth= 7cm). 

    12. To stick the two sides together use a small amount of

honey/golden syrup to act as glue.

    13. Carefully use a bread knife to gently scrape some of

the cake off the green layer to give it a textured sponge-

like effect.

    14. Put a a tablespoon or two of milk in a small tub and

shake it vigorously for a few minutes and spoon it on the

cake to mimic soapy bubbles.
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Canva  
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